The following thirty-one (31) Art. II, Rule 1B, Admission on Uniform Bar Examination Score Transfer, individuals named below have been certified by the Rhode Island Board of Bar Examiners but must be admitted to the Rhode Island Bar before they are eligible to practice law in Rhode Island. Successful bar applicants must be certified for admission by the Committee on Character and Fitness, must take the attorney oath, and must register with the Supreme Court before they are admitted to the Rhode Island Bar.

KORRIN AMARAL
DAVID MARTIN BRACKMAN
KYLIE PATRICIA BROWN
GREGORY ROBERT BROWNE
SOPHIA JOYCE CAPRIO
MICHAEL JOSEPH CARROLL
NOEL YUNMEE CHO
ALICIA MARIE CHOUINARD
ANTONIO CONTE
BRIDGET EVE DOWRET
CRYSTAL YOUNG FANTER
YASMIN DORANNI GAMEZ
JESSICA MINDY GOLDBERG
LINDSAY MARIE GRIZZARD
JULIA CLAIRE HARVEY
KEVIN DAVID HOESLEY

COLIN AARON KEITH
XAYKHAM REXFORD KHAMSYVORAVONG
ANASTASIOS Xristos Kiafoulis
ERIK CHAPMAN LINDSTEDT
LUCAS PAUL MARCHIFRAZIER
SEAN MICHAEL PARKER
ANUPHAB PHRAEWPHANARAI
LISA MARIE RAIMONDI
SEAN ANDRES RAPELA
NICHOLAS JOSEPH SAMMARTINO
MICHAEL ARON SAUER
MAKENZIE ANN SCOTT
WENDY LEE STEWARD
TIFFANY TROY
STEPHANIE MAGDALENE WARD-SMITH